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Across
1. walking holding cot side
5. amplifies a region of DNA (abbrv)
6. cooing sound
9. important in research
10. causes coronary arteritis
12. antibody produced by streptococci group A &C (abbrv)
15. maternal cause of intra uterine growth restriction (abbrv)
17. sound generated by inner ear (abbrv)
18. medium for growth of bacteria
20. insulin like substance secreted in liver
21. a motor disorder
22. palliative shunt that increases pulmonary blood flow
23. cavernous transformation of portal vein
25. anchors muscles
26. pigment in beet root that colors urine
29. groove denoting chronic lung disease
30. covers and protects the eye

Down
1. a household allergen in Sri Lanka
2. antibody in Systemic Lupus Erythematosus
3. pacemaker tissue in right atrium
4. whiplash injury
5. reduced by excessive washing of vegetables
7. red cell index used in screening for thalassaemia
8. causes obesity
11. condition calmed by a stimulant
13. fistulous connection (abbrv)
14. condition that interested Dr. Semmelweis
16. common manifestation of atopy
19. a first contact medical doctor
24. raised in TB pleural aspirate (abbrv)
25. calculation based anthropometry
26. metabolic process increased in fever (abbrv)
27. nerve lesion affecting upper and lower face
28. replaces lens with cataract (abbrv)
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